
One heart is stability
and speed above all.

1 Real-time Spread may be found on the trading platforms/terminals. / สามารถดูค่าสเปรดแบบเรียลไทม์ได้บนแพลตฟอร์มการเทรด/เทอร์มินัล
2 Clients who prefer to execute trading operations with financial instruments with a fixed Spread may do so upon accepting the required
trading conditions presented on the Company’s official website. / ลูกค้าที่ต้องการซื้อขายเครื่องมือทางการเงินที่มีสเปรดคงที ่จะสามารถดำาเนินการ
ซื้อขายได้เมื่อได้ตกลงยอมรับเงื่อนไขการซื้อขายที่แสดงไว้บนเว็บไซต์อย่างเป็นทางการของบริษัท
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Terms and Conditions - $30 account opening bonus

1. General terms

1.1. Conditions to get $30 Bonus are determined under the company’s terms and 

conditions.

1.2. The $30 Bonus is under the company’s terms and conditions which is different from 

the deposit bonus. The condition to receive a $30 account opening bonus is subjected to the 

terms and conditions contained herein.

1.3.	To	receive	a	$30	Bonus,	clients	need	to	be	verified.

1.4. $30 Bonus can only be claimed once per user, and it can only be received for 

accounts with a minimum top up of $20.

1.5. a $30 Bonus cannot be withdrawn like the balance. 

1.6.	$30	Bonus	can	be	used	in	your	trading	and	the	profits	from	it	can	be	withdrawn.	

However, the bonus itself cannot be withdrawn.

1.7. The company reserves all rights to claim $30 Bonus as following:

1.7.1.Those	who	have	not	verified	their	identities	with	the	company.

1.7.2.	Those	who	verified,	but	the	confirmation	is	not	completed	as	required	by	the	

company.

1.7.3. Those who already received the bonus. 

1.7.4. Those who use others' information to open an account and verify.

1.7.5. Those who violated the terms and conditions of the company and clients who 

are likely to cause damage to the company as the company deems appropriate.

1.8. When you withdraw, the bonus balance will be lost at the same rate as the withdrawal 

amount.

1.9. If the $30 bonus is not used, it will disappear within 7 days.

1.10.	Make	sure	to	check	all	the	conditions	before	placing	your	$30	credit	profit	withdrawal	as	

IUX	MARKETS	is	connected	to	the	liquid	provider.	If	your	withdrawal	is	unqualified,	all	profits	are 

considered invalid and no rejection will be made. 

However, if you are positive that all conditions are met and continue to withdraw orders, the 

balance will be credited to your account as usual.
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2. Conditions to Use the Promotion

2.1. a $30 account opening bonus can be used in trading as usual.

2.2. a $30 account opening bonus can be used with a $35/$25 deposit bonus and balance 

as usual.

2.3.	$30	account	opening	can	be	withdrawn	through	profits	immediately.

2.4. When you withdraw, the $30 Bonus will disappear. (It is recommended that when you 

use	the	free	bonus	to	trade	and	achieve	the	target	profit,	then	withdraw	money)

3. Risk Warning

3.1. Clients should take full consideration before trading, though the bonus can be used to 

benefit	to	place	orders.

3.2. Clients must be well aware of the risks in trading in the CFDs market, though the 

bonus	can	be	used	to	benefit	to	place	orders.	Clients	should	be	careful	in	trading.	Any	error	

caused by the carelessness of clients, the company is not responsible in all cases.

4. Terms of Eligibility

4.1 This offer is available for IUX Market in accordance with other business terms and 

policies. It is available to customers who meet the criteria set by the company as follows:

4.2 “Trading Bonus Program” might be offer by IUX MARKETS occasionally for clients who 

open real trading accounts with IUX MARKETS where clients were referred to IUX MARKETS 

by websites or online social medias through promotional methods and surveys from the IUX 

MARKETS website or social networks. 

4.3 IUX MARKETS offer “Trading Bonus Program” to clients of all countries, at their 

discretion and appropriate territories, and to the extent that IUX MARKETS deems it to be 

available.

4.4 All rights are reserved only for clients who are able to perform their legally 

enforceable contracts under applicable local laws and are in the “Trading Bonus Program”. 

Moreover, participants in “Trading Bonus Program” must be over 18 years of age or eligible in 

the	client's	country	of	residence	(minor).	If	clients	are	minors,	they	are	not	eligible	to	join	the	

program.
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4.5 It is restricted to participate as “Middleman/Associated” in “Trading Bonus Program”. 

If you registered in “Trading Bonus Program” which contains registration without restrictions, IP 

addresses of other participants in the “Trading Bonus Program”, IUX MARKETS reserves the right 

to determine whether this contest is effective immediately. “Middleman/ Associated” when used 

in these Terms and Conditions unless the context stipulates otherwise. Including any person or 

entity that has a relationship with a participant in “Trading Bonus Programs” are:

a) Family	members	such	as	siblings,	spouse,	ancestors,	descendants	and

descendants’ collateral

b) Individuals	or	entities	participating	in	"Trading	Bonus	Programs"	either	directly

or indirectly through one or more middleman whether directly or indirectly Intermediaries are 

controlled by or subject to regulations with participant in “Trading Bonus Program” For purposes 

herein,	the	term	“control”	(including	the	relationship	of	“control	by”	and	“by	regulation”)	applies	

to any condition in “Trading Bonus Program” means ownership either directly or indirectly by 

one or more middlemen who have the power to lead the management policy of a person or 

entity.

4.6	Vice	versa,	those	who	associated	with	IUX	MARKETS	and/	or	specific	website	and/	or	

social network website which IUX MARKETS may use promotion occasionally, and/ or the survey 

in terms of presenting â€œTrading Bonus Programâ€ will not be allowed to participate.
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